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Check Handicaps are 

Correct 

Make sure the correct 

name of Competition is 

entered 

Player ‘B’ is the 

Marker there is no 

need to enter scores in 

Player B Column 

Circle holes where 

you get or give a 

stroke 

+ indicates ‘A’ won 

the Hole 

- indicates ‘A’ lost 

the hole 

0 indicates the hole 

was halved 
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After the match please 

check and sign your cards 

over a drink 

Decide who won. In this 

case B won by 2 holes. 

If necessary play extra 

holes on the 18th until a 

winner is decided 

Player ‘B’ is the 

Marker there is no 

need to enter scores in 

Player B Column 

Circle holes where 

you get or give a 

stroke 

Check Handicaps are 

Correct 

+ indicates ‘A’ won 

the Hole 

- indicates ‘A’ lost 

the hole 

0 indicates the hole 

was halved 

Make sure the correct 

name of Competition is 

entered 

In the Matchplay system of scoring, each hole is played as a mini match. The player with the lowest 

net score for the hole is said to win the hole, the par of each hole doesn't matter. 

Effectively you aren't playing the course, as you do in strokeplay; you are playing your opponent. So if 

you take net four shots and your opponent takes five, you win the hole. You are now said to be 'one-

up'. Your opponent, who lost the hole, is said to be 'one-down'. If your opponent wins the next hole, 

the match is 'all-square'. If you win the next hole, you are two-up. If both players get the same score 

the hole is 'halved' and the match score stays the same. The score is kept by the number of holes up 

(won) and the number of holes to play. (Example: you are 2-up, with six holes to play.) 

When a player is up (winning) by more holes than there are holes remaining, then the match is won. 
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